Title: ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR HOUSING ALIGNMENT FEATURE

Abstract: An electrical connector receptacle housing (2150) is provided that includes protrusions (21 16) in the housing's contact assembly receiving area. The location of each protrusion (21 16) corresponds to a location of a well (2190) formed in a contact assembly (2160) between dual beams of ground contacts (2175). When the contact block (2160) is received in the housing (2150), each protrusion (21 16) is received in a corresponding well (2190). The protrusions (21 16) may be sized to provide a snug fit as the contact block (2160) is received in the receptacle housing. The protrusions (21 16) thus help minimize the movement of the contact block.
For two-letter codes and other abbreviations, refer to the "Guidance Notes on Codes and Abbreviations" appearing at the beginning of each regular issue of the PCT Gazette.
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